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1. Introduction 

Just what is ‘power’? How many different conceptual domains does it encompass? 

Some people have it, some don’t. Power is something that people and organizations can try 

to attain, and when they ‘have it,’ they sometimes ‘use it against others.’ What kinds of 

concepts underlie these ideas, and what are the conceptual metaphors at work when we 

say things like ‘that’s a powerful idea’ or when we characterize an individual as being 

‘power hungry?’ Having ‘powerful ideas’ is a good thing, but being ‘power hungry’ is not 

always. These are some of the questions about power metaphors in American English that 

I’m examining in this paper using data from the Corpus of Contemporary American English 

(COCA). The goal of this paper is to ‘connect’ several different perspectives from our 

semester study and identify metaphors of ‘power’ within the corpus. This paper starts with 

further discussion of my research goal in the context of some of the literature, followed by a 

discussion of the methodology for searches in COCA, followed by an analysis of the results 

with proposed mappings from source and target domains. 

2. Background 

References to Metaphors we live by (Lakoff & Johnson: 1980) abound not only in the 

field of linguistics, semantics, cognitive linguistics, and psycholinguistics, but also in 

psychology, sociology, and even education—for example, a physics department at a 

university in Seattle1 has developed a technique they call “embodied learning activities” 

whose purposes seem to be bringing abstract concepts of physics within the experiential 

domain of learners by engaging their bodies through physical activities during the 

information transfer process to facilitate learning abstract concepts of physics and bringing 

them within the realm of physical experience, based on ideas about metaphor and 

experiential, physical connection (embodiment) attributed to Lakoff & Johnson. So it seems 

fair to say that conceptual metaphor theory has taken firm hold in our collective 

consciousness, and its use as a tool to give shape to what can be amorphous or inchoate 

                                                        

1 “Energy Theater”: Using The Body Symbolically To Understand Energy. 2010. Scherr, Rachel et al. Department 
of Physics, Seattle Pacific University, Seattle, WA: Physics Education Research Conference.  
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ideas can be found across all domains. As an anecdotal data point (perhaps due to 

heightened awareness thanks to Ling 203), it seems that every time I turned on the news in 

the past several months, the word ‘metaphor’ was being explicitly and deliberately to 

construe two events or characteristics. For example, a baseball player known for his 

‘knuckle ball’ pitch (which evidently ‘wobbles and bobs’ in its path to the batter) telling an 

interviewer that “the knuckle ball is a metaphor for my life” because his own ‘path to the 

pitcher’s mound’ was rather ‘up and down’ in terms of failures outweighing successes, 

setbacks along the way, and so forth. (This may actually be more a case of metonymy than 

metaphor.) 

However, the kind of metaphor I’m looking for in this paper is that which is not 

expressed explicitly in terms of ‘this is a metaphor’—it’s the kind of conceptual metaphor 

that underlies our thinking (or, someone’s thinking in a particular instance) and which is 

used in language. The main proponents of the theory that I’m trying to understand for 

purposes of distilling my data into a coherent ‘something’ are, of course, Lakoff & Johnson 

(1980, 2003), Grady (1997), and Kövecses (2000; 2008). Lakoff & Johnson (2003) includes 

an “Afterward” section that takes into account a lot of the additional work in the field by 

Grady and others, including Narayanan and Johnson (Christopher), and clarifies or restates 

some of Lakoff & Johnson’s original conceptualizations of the theory, and points toward the 

‘neural theory of language,’ which seems to make the physical embodied connection to 

metaphor and language even more firm, in that our brains ‘control the whole show,’ so to 

speak. As Lakoff writes, “every action our body performs is controlled by our brains, and 

every input from the external world is made sense of by our brains” (Lakoff 2008: 18). 

Psychologists have also been putting the theory to the test. For example, Zanolie et 

al (2012) set out to find evidence that metaphor does indeed have a bodily basis. They 

hypothesize that “since CMT predicts that image schema is inherent to the concept’s 

representation, it should affect spatial attention in an automatic manner” (Zanolie et al: 

2011: 51). They conducted two experiments: the first, a behavioral-response test, the 

second, a test covering the same perceptual tasks as the first, but using a different set of 

subjects and recording EEG signals while measuring ERP results. For the stimulus data, 
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they developed a list of 64 words from the CELEX online dictionary (Baayen et al (1995) of 

English, German, and Dutch that referred to “types of people, professions, or social classes,” 

such as ‘captain,’ ‘lawyer,’ ‘baby,’ ‘servant,’ and so forth.  

It’s important to note that the word list was derived after an initial pilot study in 

which the words were rated on a scale of 1 to 7 by a different set of subjects as to their 

values on a ‘powerful’ –‘powerless’ continuum. The researchers “manipulated the valence2 

of the words in such a way that both powerful and powerless words could be associated 

with positive or negative affect” (Zanolie et al 2012: 52). (I also note that some of the words 

in the ‘powerful’ category are also in the FrameNet Leadership domain; for example, 

‘imam,’ ‘boss,’ and ‘emperor,’ just to name a few.) 

Test subjects—40 psychology undergraduates at Erasmus University in Rotterdam 

—were asked to identify a word from the list as ‘powerful’ or ‘powerless,’ after which they 

were asked at a screen on which a letter (‘p’ and alternatively, ‘q’) was displayed at either 

the top or the bottom of the screen. The time taken to identify the letter was recorded. The 

researchers found that “letters in the top position were discriminated faster when they 

were preceded by a powerful word than when preceded by a powerless word” and the 

opposite affect occurred for powerless word (Zanolie et al 2010: 53), and they conclude 

that “results provide strong evidence that when one processes the concept power the 

underlying spatial up-down image schema is automatically activated” (Zanolie et al: 56) 

The second experiment in this study is too detailed to discuss in this paper, but in 

their overall conclusion, Zanolie et al cite several other studies3 that in the same general 

realm, and they conclude that “these empirical results support the view that metaphors are 

                                                        

2 From Wikipedia: “Valence, as used in psychology, especially in discussing emotions, means the intrinsic 
attractiveness (positive valence) or aversiveness (negative valence) of an event, object, or situation. However, 
the term is also used to characterize and categorize specific emotions. For example, the emotions popularly 
referred to as "negative", such as anger and fear, have "negative valence". Joy has "positive valence.” 
3 I list some of these here because the titles are interesting and would have been interesting for this paper: 
Your highness: Vertical positions as perceptual symbols of power. 2005. Schubert, Thomas. Journal of 
Personality and Social Psychology. Why the sunny side is up: Associations between affect and vertical position. 
2004. Meier, Brian and Michael Robinson. Psychological Science. The power in your hand: Gender differences 
in bodily feedback from making a fist. 2004. Schubert, Thomas. Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin. 
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not merely an interesting linguistic phenomenon, but they play an important role in mental 

representation. In other words, people do not only speak in terms of metaphors, but they 

think in terms of metaphors” (Zanolie et al 2010: 57) (Of course, we might take issue with 

the use of the word ‘merely’ in the context of ‘linguistic phenomenon’!).  

3. Methodology 

“One of the major problems for corpus investigations of metaphor is the reliable 

identification of metaphors in the first place.” (Charteris-Black 2004: 35) This seems to be 

the general consensus of many researchers —Pragglejaz Group (2007), Steen (1999), 

Stefanowitsch (2006), Deignan (2005) and Oster (2010)—and I’d say pretty much an 

understatement. Each of these references offered some ideas as to process, but most 

assume that either a single text is under scrutiny, whether that be a sentence or a complete 

news item, or is already available. The work of Pragglejaz Group4 (2007) and prior work by 

one of its members, Steen (1999), both provided detailed approaches to looking at text and 

identifying metaphorical uses at a very granular level (word by word). As an approach into 

the corpus, I returned to Oster (2010), given that she focused on COCA, and since she 

provided her query syntax which was a helpful starting point.  

3.1 Deriving a list of search terms 

I tried several different approaches to create a list of words to explore in the corpus, 

including using WordNet to obtain a list of sense associations and exploring FrameNet 

website for domains associated with ‘power’ either through lexical units or associated 

frame-domains (summarized in Appendix A ). With strong, weak, powerful, and powerless as 

starting points, I followed Oster (2010) and developed a comprehensive list of search 

strings (actually, I ran the searches and then saved the strings and data to Excel 

spreadsheet, since as I was doing this, I was also learning some of the nuances of COCA 

query syntax.) The search patterns include strings, lemmas, and collocations of the word 

‘power’ in a variety of configurations. In addition, as patterns started emerging or when 

                                                        

4 Pragglejaz Group “original members” included Raymond Gibbs, Joseph Grady, Alan Cienki, Zoltán Kövecses, 
Alice Deignan, Gerard Steen among others.  
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certain items leapt out at me, I conducted ad hoc searches as well, adding the search string 

and results to Excel. You’ll find the list of all queries in Appendix B. In addition, some 

searches were based on my own intuitions as a native speaker, prompted in some cases 

serendipity—cog in the X, master of the X, power play, power grab, power bloc, power shift, 

power vacuum, power struggle, power corrupts, and so on.  

I also used a variety of settings for the mutual information index as a comparative 

filter on results. So each search was conducted in about three different ways—raw 

frequency; using a minimal MI setting of 3; and using a minimal MI setting of 5 as I looked 

for contrasts that might be interesting. However, Oster notes that the MI index “tends to 

give high scores to very rare words” (Oster: 741), which did prove to be the case, but 

looking at the differences between the results helped isolate areas for further querying. 

Table 1 shows just a few of the initial words based on FrameNet. The Appendix contains a 

list of queries as well as some of the results. 

Table 1. Starting point for corpus searches 

strong.a A state of having inherent force 
available to do work, either physical 
or mental. 

 weak.a A state of having little force available  

strength.n Physical_strength  weakness physical/mental 

strengthen.v State change  strong  weaken.v State change  weak  

An initial search for ‘power’ lemmas helped make the decision to keep the searches 

limited to COCA Spoken, News, and Magazine sources only, to limit the quantity of data a 

bit, as you can see the difference in numbers between even these basic search (Table 2).  

Table 2. Frequency of ‘power’ (lemma) in COCA (search word [power]) 

 FICTION, ACADEMIC, SPOKEN, NEWS, AND MAGAZINE SPOKEN, NEWS, MAGAZINE 

POWER 147432 85567 

POWERS 17143 8183 

POWERED 2196 1587 

POWERING 413 276 
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3.2 Analytical processes 

Oster (2010) writes that she had adapted the methodology of the Pragglejaz Group 

(2005) to suit her research goal, and to that resource I also turned. The Pragglejaz Group 

(henceforth, PG in this paper) consisted of about a dozen researchers from various 

disciplines, including psycholinguists such as Raymond Gibbs, TK, TK. The team worked 

over the course of a two-year period to define, test, and implement a thorough analytical 

process to identify metaphors in text. This “metaphor identification procedure,” or simply 

“MIP,” is a rigorous approach that works at a low-level of granularity (lexical unit by lexical 

unit) to identifying metaphors in text. A lexical unit may involve more than one word, as in 

proper names, but mostly it seems to be a word by word analysis that deconstructs the 

metaphor, seemingly ‘from the inside, out.’ The first step is breaking up the text into lexical 

units, as shown in this example: 

 
(Pragglejaz Group: 3) 

Each lexical item is then analyzed in terms distinctions: 

 Contextual meaning 

 Basic meaning 

 Contextual meaning versus basic meaning, that is, does the contextual meaning 
support a construal beyond the basic meaning?  

If the contextual meaning supports a construal beyond the basic meaning, then the lexical 

unit is deemed as being used metaphorically. (The process seems similar to Tyler & Evans 

process of discerning different ‘senses’ from a single lexical item.) Figure 1 shows the 

analysis of the word “struggled” from the example sentence shown above: 
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Figure 1. Example of MIP analysis of a lexical item (Pragglejaz: 5-6) 

 

Such a depth of analysis is too detailed to be applied in full in this paper, but I’ve 

attempted to apply some of this approach ins some of the text examples from COCA.  

*** 

4. Results and Analysis 

Using the FrameNet domains as a starting point, we see that “power” is a lexical unit 

of both “Physical Strength” and “Exertive Force;” these lexical units provide some 

interesting results from COCA searches. (Appendix C. contains the details of these 

searches.) 

 

Starting with the most basic search between ‘weak’ and ‘strong,’ we see that the 

adjective ‘strong’ is over 5 times more frequent than ‘weak.’ This difference in the 

distribution also occurred with the text strings, powerful and powerless.  
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SEARCH TERM COLLOCATES RT/LF TOTALS  

weak.[j*] [nn*] 0/2 2367 15% 

strong.[j*] [nn*] 0/2 13734 85% 

 16101 100% 

powerless ~ ~ 962 4% 

powerful ~ ~ 23695 85% 

 24647 100% 

Organizing the lists of results from the weak and strong searches into domains 

highlighted some of the many different senses any single word can have, and caused some 

shifting around of categories as I went along. For example, a ‘weak grip’ in once case might 

refer to a person’s grip on a golf club, while in another case, it might be someone’s grip on 

reality. So in the process of sorting the data, we also find some instances of metaphor, 

metonymy, blending, and so forth. As another example, weak joints could refer not only to 

knees and shoulders (BODY PART domain), but in another case, from the CONSTRUCTION 

domain, it’s the “settling posts, sagging beams, or weak joints that separate major portions 

of the deck…” So some items were re-categorized manually. However, given the quantity of 

data, I did not pursue this process to a painstaking degree, but rather focused on just a few 

domains that were clearly different between weak and strong in terms of collocates, 

thereby finding some key differences (also, focused just on the predominant domain 

categories based on the top 100 results of weak and strong).  

One specific difference, for example, is that strong outweighs weak in the 

DISCOURSE domain by about 10 to 1.  

Table 3.Domains of ‘Strong’ and ‘Weak’ 

DOMAIN ‘WEAK’ 2367 ‘STRONG’ 13744 

Discourse 18 0.8% 1463 10.6% 

Economy 668 28.2% 890 6.5% 

Emotion, Relationships ?  567 4.1% 

Human beings 113 4.8% 801 5.8% 

Institutions 140 5.9% 113 0.8% 

Legal 114 4.8% 651 4.7% 

Mechanical-physics/natural phenomenon 129 5.4% 605 4.4% 

Physical body parts 187 7.9% 278 2.0% 
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Spatial 583 24.6% 240 1.7% 

Sports 122 5.2% 172 1.3% 

The DISCOURSE domain includes collocations with language, words, and other 

lexical items in the table below. COCA results included 1463 such collocations (strong 

words, strong voice, strong language, strong statement, for instance), but only 18 tokens 

with adjective weak, specifically, weak argument.  

There were also distribution differences in the EMOTION domain—I could not find 

any instances of the equivalent of weak feeling/feelings or weak emotions, although I did 

find weak moment (18 tokens)—but I’m not sure that these correlate—‘weak moment’ 

seems to suggest something about the person’s inner being (will power? motivation? but 

not necessarily emotion) as specified within a TIME domain, while ‘strong emotions’ apply 

to the emotion as its own force.  

Table 4. Collocates with “Strong” in the Discourse domain (1463 total tokens) 

LANGUAGE  164  ARGUMENT  98 

WORDS  143  MESSAGE  253 

VOICE  137  STATEMENTS  62 

WORD  131  VIEWS  121 

STATEMENT  154  OPINIONS  200 

*** 

To return to the earlier theme, that POWER is UP, let’s look at some examples from 

COCA. In trying to find metaphors of power in COCA, I’ve come to the (tentative) conclusion 

that ‘power’ metaphors are compound metaphors that inherit properties from primary 

metaphors, such as “BEING IN CONTROL IS BEING ABOVE” (Grady 1997: 290).  

4.1 Examples of Metaphors of Power 

In this example, it seems a couple of different metaphors are at work. The “end of his 

line” could be metaphorical in a couple of different ways: end of line as in a “royal line” as in 

his reign (so FAMILY TREE, or INHERITANCE-MONARCHY?) or possibly, it could refer to 

the end of the line as in the TRANSPORTATION domain (bus, rail line). The fact that his line 
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is near its end and that this equates to POWER I think is suggested by the fact that “the 

economy is in shambles” which lends to the DECAY imagery, dead end, end of the line—

shambles suggests broken.  

Date  1994 (19940828) 
Title  SECRETARY OF STATE WARREN CHRISTOPHER DISCUSSES THE CUBAN REFUGEE CRISIS 
Source  CBS_FaceNation 

[Castro] And so he’s coming to the end of his line. When he’ll reach that nobody knows, but he’s 
certainly much nearer that. The economy is in shambles in Cuba. MARTIN: Have you seen any 
evidence that he is losing his grip on power? Everybody knows his economy is going down the 
tubes, but is he in any danger of -- of falling from power?  

But the clearest sense of metaphor is in the “losing his grip on power” and “falling 

from power. Here, the metaphor is that POWER is a LOCATION in the SPATIAL domain that 

is VERTICALLY UP (HIGHER)—it is a position to which one can ASCEND (in the attainment 

of power) or from which one can DESCEND (or fall) as in “falling from power” in the above 

example. In the above, however, we also see the metaphorical use (although we don’t see 

the word ‘wield,’ we do see “losing his grip on power,” so power is something that can be 

held in the hands, a tool, a weapon, or an instrument. 

Similarly, this next example, in which “Assad must step down” relies on the mapping 

of POWER to PHYSICAL POSITION, RELATIVELY HIGHER in the SPATIAL domain that is 

ABOVE others. 

Date  2011 (110812) 
Title  PBS NewsHour For August 12, 2011 
Source  PBS_NewsHour 

Clinton stopped short of flatly demanding that Assad step down. That’s partly out of concern from 
among allied nations, especially Turkey. The Turkish government has voiced fears about further 
destabilizing Syria and sending mass flows of refugees north into Turkey.  

CONNECTION BETWEEN POWER AND CONTROL 

In this next example we see POWER is a PLACE, that is a target LOCATION. This 

metaphor seems to inherit from the SPATIAL domain as well as MOTION or CHANGE IN 

STATE, ‘come to power’ so POWER is PLACE or LOCATION borrows from spatial 

dimension, inherits notion of ‘motion’ a change in STATE. 
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Date  2011 (110510) 
Title  PBS NewsHour For May 10, 2011 
Source  PBS_NewsHour 

VIKTOR-YANUKOVYCH,: Last year, we started reforms in various areas: judicial, regulatory, 
governance, education, and health care. KIRA-KAY: He has healed ties with neighboring Russia. And 
he has declared his major goal to be creating order out of the chaos left by his predecessors. But 
Oleh Rybachuk says this stronger control comes at a price. OLEH-RYBACHUK: The new 
government came to power. They consolidated all power, ignoring constitution, not carrying 
checks and balances. So, they have central government. They have all cabinet of ministers under 
their control. They control Parliament. Now they made so-called legal reform where, as the result 
of which, they totally control court, constitutional court, supreme court. Most Ukrainians, absolute 
majority of people, would say that there is a backslide of democracy. And this is felt in the air.  

Here’s a general recap of some of the mappings from the examples above, although 

I’m still a bit unclear on SOURCE and TARGET in some cases. 

SOURCE MAPPINGS TARGET 

VERTICAL ELEVATION  Relinquish (power) (‘step down’ ‘fall from 
power’, ascend the throne,  

HANDHELD TOOL OR WEAPON   

   

POWER IN RELATIONSHIPS 

In the domain of RELATIONSHIPS (meaning intimate or sexual), we also see lots of 

examples of power being equated in this first example (by women) as a “weapon.” So that’s 

the same basic metaphor as used with the frequent collocation “wield power,” with ‘wield’ 

having the sense of ‘a weapon, tool, or instrument,’ something held in the hand (OED).  

Date  2011 (Jan/Feb 2011) 
Publication information  Vol. 307, Iss. 1; pg. 97, 8 pgs 
Title  Hard Core 
Author  Natasha Vargas-Cooper 
Source  Atlantic Monthly, The 

MEN, SO THE CONVENTIONAL wisdom goes, tend to desire more than women are willing to give 
them sexually. The granting of sex is the most powerful weapon women possess in their 
struggle with men. Yet in each new sexual negotiation a woman has with a man, she not only 
spends down that capital, she begins at a disadvantage, because the potential losses are always 
greater for her. A failed or even successful single encounter can be life-altering. Whatever “social 
construct” you might impose upon the whole matter, nature imposes much more rigorous 
consequences on women than on men.  
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In the above, the metaphor at work seems rely in part on a conceptual blending of 

‘FINANCIAL TRANSACTION’ with ‘SEXUAL BARTER,’ given word choices such as 

‘negotiation,’ ‘spends down that capital,’ ‘losses,’ after the initial premise that ‘men desire 

more than women are willing to give them.’ The use of the word ‘granting’ identifies the 

power position in this transaction (struggle?) I’m not sure how to characterize the rest of 

the passage above, but this next example touches on another aspect of the FINANCIAL 

domain in relationship but as the source of argument that is representative of ‘power and 

control.’  

Date  2010 (Nov 2010) 
Publication information  Vol. 249, Iss. 5; pg. 110 
Title  Feel Closer After a Fight 
Author  Korin Miller 
Source  Cosmopolitan 

THE MONEY BATTLE You protested after he blew a ton of money on a swanky new 3-D TV, and 
then he had the nerve to bring up the pricey girls-only getaway you took last month.... In the 
moment: These spats can spin out of control -- fast. As soon as you realize you’re arguing over 
money, ask your guy “Wait, what are we really talking about here?“ “Fights about finances almost 
always have deeper meaning because money is a major symbol of power and control,” says Parrott. 
The fact that you chose to go away for a weekend with your friends instead of with him may have 
made him feel like you have the upper hand in the relationship, while you might be mad that he 
didn’t consult you before doing something significant, like spending a lot of cash from your joint 
bank account. After the fact: As soon as you drop the topic of cash flow and start discussing 
emotions, you’ll get to the root of the 

The upper hand in the above is the metaphor for having the ‘control’ or the ‘power’ 

in the relationship. This ‘upper hand’ uses the notion of POWER is UP, with the word ‘hand’ 

perhaps implying ‘manipulation.’  

Or, I may just imagining this sense because of these other word choices in the 

passage, that suggest deliberateness and volition: 

“you chose”  a volitional act, you chose to do X, it resulted in [making  

“made him feel” your action had power over him, your choice as a causative 

“upper hand”  inherits the POWER is UP, power is authority and control over 
another 
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4.2 Examples of Metaphors involving Powerlessness 

Finally, as a point of contrast, some examples that demonstrate powerless 

metaphors. In this example, we see lots of ‘nothing’—the ‘no money, no food, no future’ in 

the quoted text from Choi, the Korean refugee. The writer carries that theme through the 

metaphor of “voiceless, powerless pawns” who live in “silent daily struggle.” The “pawn” in 

chess I think is the piece that is often sacrificed for strategic purposes (not certain).  

Date  2002 (20020816) 
Publication information  WORLD 
Title  A refugee’s perilous odyssey from N. Korea 
Author  Robert Marquand Staff writer of The Christian Science Monitor 
Source  Christian Science Monitor 

“We had no money, no food, no future. “ On March 14, Choi and 24 other North Koreans rushed into 
the Spanish Embassy in Beijing, as TV cameras rolled. That dash marked the first sight, for much of 
the world, of a special problem - runaways from the world’s last Stalinist regime - that until recently 
had not even been identified. Since the mid-1990s, some 200,000 North Korean runaways have 
been voiceless and largely powerless pawns in a geopolitical conundrum: China doesn’t especially 
want them, and the North will punish them if they return. They live in a silent daily struggle along 
China’s border, where crossing a small river is a ticket to a new world, albeit one where they might 
be arrested. Neither China nor South Korea wishes to provoke the unpredictable North. The issue is 
so sensitive that it wasn’t raised publicly at high level North-South talks here this week.  

This last example (discussing why homeless people do not want to live in homeless 

shelters) demonstrates an underlying metaphor of ‘power/powerless’ construed by the 

text without using the specific lexical item, powerless. The overall sense from this 

paragraph is the devaluation of the homeless person who is subjected to humiliating rules, 

living in a locked place, live under strict …rules, etc. 

Date  2004 (20040614) 
Publication information  NEWS; Pg. A1 
Title  Housing homeless before treatment bucks conventional wisdom; 
Author  Kevin Fagan 
Source  San Francisco Chronicle 

“The idea is to meet the homeless person where they are, be ready when they are, go at their pace,” 
Tsemberis said. “Why would anyone want to live in a locked place, or even nearly locked place, 
where you are subjected to humiliating rules like children? How many Americans live under strict 
clean and sober rules in their own homes? “If you relax those standards, you respect the people you 
are helping -- and they respect you. They had lives before, so we are trusting they can have lives 
again.”  
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According to the OED, subjected means “b. To make subject or bring into subjection to 

the rule, government, power, or service of a superior,” so this may not be a metaphorical use 

of language in this instance, since it seems to conform to the literal meaning in this passage 

(and according to Pragglejaz Group MIP, that means it’s not a metaphorical use). But the 

like children phrase –is this an example of conceptual blending? supporting the concept that 

the homeless person is powerless over his or her own life.  

 

My sketch here doesn’t really work. Perhaps the subjected to humiliating rules …like 

children is an example of compression, although it doesn’t seem to bring something down 

to ‘human scale,’ but rather, makes something human scale even smaller—an adult 

becoming as small and insignificant and as powerless as a child? The use of “like children” 

seems to instantly tap into the experiential basis of children being under the control of 

their parents, without power unto themselves: Why would anyone want to live in a locked 

place, or even nearly locked place, where you are subjected to humiliating rules like children? 

How many Americans live under strict clean and sober rules in their own homes… 
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Perhaps the most interesting language in the passage above is in this clause: they 

had lives before, and so we are trusting they can have lives again. The implication is that the 

homeless person is so devalued as to not have a life at all—which seems to be the very 

definition of ‘powerless’ from an ‘exertive force’ perspective.  

5. Conclusion 

It seems that in American English, we like to focus more on the ‘strong’ and 

‘powerful’ than we do on ‘weak’ and ‘powerless,’ if usage frequency in COCA is any 

indication. The key tasks in this paper involved 1) understanding the basics of conceptual 

metaphor theory and how it applies to ‘power’ as a source domain; 2) understanding 

different approaches to extracting text data from the corpus, and figuring out how to 

extract relevant data; 3) understanding different analytical approaches to assessing the 

text data and finding patterns within that data and identifying the source and target 

domains. My conclusion is that my approach was like trying to drink out of a fire-hose: I 

spent too much time on 2), figuring out the nuances of BYU’s query syntax and ‘getting lost’ 

in COCA. Picking through the results of any query and drilling down into the full text was 

often not fruitful for purposes of this paper specifically, but in almost every instance it 

seems the language we use is embedded with construal operations, metaphor, metonymy 

and on and on to such an extent that I became overpowered by all the data.  
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Appendix A. Lexical Item Sources 

This appendix provides background lists from which search terms were selected.  

WordNet 

WordNet provides the following list of senses and synonyms for “power.” Pictured here 
also is the Visual Thesaurus image—it seems that 
many of the WordNet words and those of the 
visual thesaurus overlap.  

['power', 'powerfulness'] 

possession of controlling influence 

['the deterrent power of nuclear weapons', 'the power of his 
love saved her', 'his powerfulness was concealed by a gentle 
facade'] 

[Lemma('power.n.01.power'), 
Lemma('power.n.01.powerfulness')] 

['power', 'powerfulness'] 

['power'] 

['ability', 'power'] 

['office', 'power'] 

['power', 'force'] 

['exponent', 'power', 'index'] 

['might', 'mightiness', 'power'] 

['world_power', 'major_power', 'great_power', 'power', 'superpower'] 

['baron', 'big_businessman', 'business_leader', 'king', 'magnate', 'mogul', 'power', 'top_executive', 'tycoon'] 

['power'] 

Synset('sway.n.01') 

Synset('repellent.n.03') 

Synset('valence.n.01') 

Synset('persuasiveness.n.01') 

Synset('control.n.01') 

Synset('legal_power.n.01') 

Synset('interest.n.03') 

Synset('preponderance.n.01') 

Synset('stranglehold.n.01') 

Synset('effectiveness.n.01') 

Synset('disposal.n.01') 

Synset('influence.n.01') 

Synset('valence.n.02') 

Synset('free_will.n.01') 

Synset('irresistibility.n.01') 

Synset('puissance.n.01') 

Synset('veto.n.02') 

Synset('potency.n.02') 
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FrameNet 

From FrameNet I obtained some lexical items and frames (domains) containing ‘power’ 
and related concepts that led to additional searches. For example, in COCA “control” is one 
of the top three (most frequent) collocates of “power.” 

Frames 

PHYSICAL_STRENGTH  AUTHORITY  CAPABILITY  DOMINATE_COMPETITOR 

control.n  power.n  ability.n  dominant.a 

force.n    able.a  dominate.v 

power.n  INFLUENCING_POTENTIAL  can.v  domination.n 

strength.n  power.n  capability.n  strongman.n 

    capable.a   

EXERTIVE_FORCE  BE_IN_CONTROL  capacity.n   

easy.a  control.n  potential.a   

mighty.a    potential.n   

power.n    power.n   

strong.a    power_((statistical)).n   

weak.a    unable.a   

       

LEADERSHIP 

administer.v crown prince high-priest overlord satrap 

administration despot imam power_((govt)) secretary 

authority dictator kaiser power_((rule)) senate 

baron diplomat khan premier shah 

bishop director general khedive preside.v sheik 

boss director king president_((non-political))sovereign 

caliph doyen lawmaker president_((political)) spearhead.v 

captain doyenne lead.v presidential.a state 

CEO drug lord leader prime minister sultan 

chairman duchess leadership prince suzerain 

chairperson emperor legislator principal tsar 

charge empress legislature queen tsarina 

chief executive officer executive maharaja rector tyrant 

chief general major general.a regime vice-captain 

chieftain govern.v mayor reign.v vice-chairman 

command government minister representative           vice-president_(non-political) 

command.v governor mogul rule                                         vice-president_(political) 

commandant head monarch rule.v vice-principal 

commander head.v officer ruler viceroy 

congressman headmaster official run.v vizier 
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Appendix B. Search String Summary 

 

SEARCH STRING PARAMETERS 

WORD(S) COLLOCATES LEFT RIGHT MI DESCRIPTION 

control.[nn*] [vv*] 2 0 ~ Queries based on FrameNet lexical units for 
the PHYSICAL_STRENGTH domain, using text 
string with POS tag as specified by FrameNet 
as collocations with verbs.  

force.[nn*] [vv*] 2 0 ~ 

power.[nn*] [vv*] 2 0 ~ 

strength.[nn*] [vv*] 2 0 ~ 

easy.[j*] [nn*] 0 2 ~ Queries based on FrameNet lexical units for 
EXERTIVE_FORCE domain, using text string 
with POS tag as collocations with nouns or 
adjectives, as appropriate for the POS.  

mighty.[j*] [nn*] 0 2 ~ 

power.[nn*] [j*] 2 0 ~ 

strong.[j*] [nn*] 0 2 ~ 

weak.[j*] [nn*] 0 2 ~ 

[power]     All lemmas of 'power' across all Genres 

[power]     All lemmas of 'power' across Spoken, News, 
and Magazine only 

[power] * 

0 4 ~ Lemmas of 'power' across Spoken, News, 
Magazine with all collocates within 4 sorted 
by frequency 

[power] * 

0 4 3 Lemmas of 'power' across Spoken, News, 
Magazine with all collocates within 4 sorted 
by frequency (MI= 3) 

[power] * 

0 4 5 Lemmas of 'power' across Spoken, News, 
Magazine with all collocates within 4 sorted 
by frequency 

[power].[v*] 
    Lemmas of 'power' as a verb of any kind 

across Spoken, News, Magazine 

[power].[v*] * 

   Lemmas of 'power' as verb of any kind with * 
across Spoken, News, Magazine yields too 
many determiners, particles, prepositions 
('by') to be meaningful 

[power].[v*] [nn] 
0 4 ~ Lemmas of power as verb across S,N, M 

collocate with common within 4 to right. 

[power].[v*] [nn] 
0 4 3 Lemmas of power as verb across S,N, M 

collocate with common within 4 to right. 

[power].[v*] [nn] 0 4 5  

[power].[n*] [j*] 

4 0 ~ Lemmas of ‘power’ as a noun with all types of 
adjectives within 4 to the left, among Spoken, 
News, Magazine 

[power].[n*] [j*] 

4 0 5 Lemmas of ‘power’ as a noun with all types of 
adjectives within 4 to the left, among Spoken, 
News, Magazine 
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[power] [v*] 
0 4 5 Power lemmas followed by any verb w/in 4 to 

the right. 

power.[n*] [v*] 
2 0 5 The word 'power' as a noun preceded by any 

type of verb within 2 to the left. 

wield* [nn*] 
0 2 ~ The word ‘wield’ with top nouns within 2 

nodes to the right. 

wield* [nn*] 
0 2 5 The word ‘wield’ with top nouns within 2 

nodes to the right, MI = 5 (min). 

[power].[nn*] [nn*] 

0 2 5 Collocations of nouns with lemmas for ‘power’ 
as a noun. Looking for “power “ and “NP”. 
(Must manually remove "Power and Savannah 
Electric" and J.D Power and Associates from 
results.) 

power.[nn*] [i*]  
0 2 ~ The word ‘power’ as a noun and collocates of 

prepositions of any kind within 2 to the right. 

power.[nn*] [i*] [nn*] 
0 2 ~ The word ‘power’ as noun followed by any 

preposition, collocations with nouns. 

power.[nn*] [i*] [nn*] 
0 2 5 The word ‘power’ as noun followed by any 

preposition, collocations with nouns. 

-[j*] power.[nn*] [i*] [nn*] 

0 2 5 A string that does *not* start with an adjective 
followed by noun ‘power’ and any preposition 
which collocates with nouns. [NOT SURE THIS 
IS WORKING CORRECTLY] 

weak.[j*] [nn*] 
0 2 ~ The word ‘weak’ as an adjective with noun 

collocates.  

weak.[j*] [nn*] 
0 2 5 The word ‘weak’ as an adjective with noun 

collocates, with MI= 5. 

strong.[j*] [nn*] 
0 2 5 The word ‘strong’ as an adjective with noun 

collocates, with MI= 5. 

powerful [nn*] 
0 2 ~ The word ‘powerful’ (as a string) collocated 

with nouns within 2 to the right. 

 



PHYSICAL_STRENGTH

SEARCH TERM: control.[nn*] SEARCH TERM: force.[nn*] SEARCH TERM: power.[nn*] SEARCH TERM: strength.[nn*]
COLLOCATES: [vv*] COLLOCATES: [vv*] COLLOCATES: [vv*] COLLOCATES: [vv*]
COLLOCATES RT/LF: 2/0 COLLOCATES RT/LF: 2/0 COLLOCATES RT/LF: 2/0 COLLOCATES RT/LF: 2/0
TOTAL RESULTS 8460 TOTAL RESULTS 2833 TOTAL RESULTS 8191 TOTAL RESULTS 2231

FREQ FREQ FREQ FREQ
1  TAKE 1143 1  USE 963 1  CAME 459 1  BUILD 125
2  TOOK 560 2  USING 325 2  USE 452 2  GAINING 109
3  LOST 536 3  PEACEKEEPING 165 3  TOOK 271 3  FIND 75
4  LOSE 333 4  ENTERED 93 4  LOST 226 4  GAIN 75
5  TAKING 331 5  USED 80 5  GET 213 5  GIVE 74
6  GAIN 316 6  SAID 52 6  USING 211 6  FOUND 72
7  GET 310 7  WORK 46 7  TAKE 186 7  INCREASE 71
8  LOSING 254 8  BECOME 43 8  GOT 172 8  GAINED 56
9  REGAIN 219 9  AUTHORIZING 38 9  STAY 162 9  GET 55

10  MAINTAIN 210 10  APPLY 34 10  GIVE 151 10  DRAW 49
11  TAKEN 174 11  USES 29 11  SEIZED 145 11  GIVES 48
12  KEEP 165 12  TAKEN 26 12  PROVIDE 144 12  IMPROVE 45
13  SEIZED 137 13  CALLED 25 13  SHARE 136 13  SHOW 45
14  HELP 135 14  REMAIN 25 14  USED 125 14  ADD 44
15  SEIZE 125 15  SAYS 24 15  LOSE 119 15  REGAIN 44
16  CRUISE 114 16  TAKE 22 16  NEED 114 16  SHOWING 39
17  BROUGHT 109 17  JOINED 21 17  COME 113 17  NEED 34
18  RETAIN 108 18  HELPED 19 18  GENERATE 112 18  FINDING 30
19  GAINED 106 19  BECAME 18 19  EARNING 102 19  MAINTAIN 30
20  EXERCISE 97 20  REDUCE 18 20  BUILD 100 20  DRAWS 29
21  GIVE 97 21  PROJECT 17 21  WIELD 98 21  DREW 28
22  WANT 88 22  PUT 17 22  REMAIN 96 22  GATHER 27
23  REGAINED 85 23  REMAINS 16 23  EXERCISE 90 23  USE 27
24  GOT 82 24  THINK 16 24  HOLD 87 24  TAKES 26
25  WON 80 25  EXERT 15 25  TAKING 84 25  GIVEN 25
26  TAKES 78 26  GATHERING 15 26  GIVEN 83 26  GAVE 24
27  USE 77 27  KNOW 15 27  BUY 82 27  GOT 24
28  WIN 77 28  AUTHORIZE 14 28  WANT 81 28  LOSE 24
29  EXERT 76 29  COME 14 29  GAIN 78 29  REQUIRES 24
30  GAINING 72 30  GENERATE 14 30  PUT 78 30  SHARE 23
31  GIVING 64 31  HELP 14 31  HELD 77 31  BOOST 22
32  FEEL 63 32  LED 14 32  SEE 75 32  BUILDS 22
33  WREST 62 33  LEFT 14 33  UNDERSTAND 75 33  TEST 22
34  STAY 59 34  CARRY 13 34  SEIZE 74 34  DEVELOP 21
35  USING 57 35  NEED 13 35  STOPPING 74 35  GATHERING 21
36  ASSUMED 56 36  CAME 12 36  KEEP 73 36  LOSING 21



PHYSICAL_STRENGTH

SEARCH TERM: control.[nn*] SEARCH TERM: force.[nn*] SEARCH TERM: power.[nn*] SEARCH TERM: strength.[nn*]
COLLOCATES: [vv*] COLLOCATES: [vv*] COLLOCATES: [vv*] COLLOCATES: [vv*]
COLLOCATES RT/LF: 2/0 COLLOCATES RT/LF: 2/0 COLLOCATES RT/LF: 2/0 COLLOCATES RT/LF: 2/0
TOTAL RESULTS 8460 TOTAL RESULTS 2833 TOTAL RESULTS 8191 TOTAL RESULTS 2231

FREQ FREQ FREQ FREQ
37  ASSUME 55 37  INCREASE 12 37  PRODUCE 72 37  SEE 21
38  RELINQUISH 54 38  MEANS 12 38  BUYING 71 38  BUILDING 20
39  FLOOD 53 39  RETURNED 12 39  LOSING 71 39  LOST 20
40  LOSES 51 40  STRIKE 12 40  REDUCE 71 40  SHOWS 20
41  HELPS 47 41  TRAINED 12 41  INCREASE 70 41  SHOWED 19
42  KEPT 45 42  VOLUNTEER 12 42  UNDERESTIMATE 68 42  FEEL 18
43  GETTING 44 43  EMPLOY 11 43  GIVES 67 43  SHOWN 18
44  REGAINING 44 44  EXERTS 11 44  CONSOLIDATE 66 44  SAYS 17
45  GIVEN 43 45  MEAN 11 45  CUT 65 45  INCREASES 16
46  GAVE 42 46  REMAINED 11 46  REMOVED 64 46  KNOW 16
47  MAINTAINING 42 47  SHOW 11 47  CALLED 61 47  THINK 16
48  ESTABLISH 40 48  TAKES 11 48  RETURN 60 48  REGAINED 15
49  DAMAGE 38 49  BELIEVE 10 49  FEEL 59 49  INCLUDE 14
50  ASSERT 37 50  CREATE 10 50  RESTORE 58 50  MEASURE 14
51  SPENDING 37 51  DEPLOY 10 51  TAKES 58 51  FINDS 13
52  PROVIDE 36 52  FEEL 10 52  GIVING 57 52  LACK 13
53  REMAIN 35 53  FELT 10 53  SAYS 57 53  PROVIDE 13
54  WANTED 35 54  SAY 10 54  COMING 55 54  REGAINING 13
55  TURN 32 55  SEND 10 55  REMAINS 55 55  TAKE 13
56  RENT 31 56  BECOMING 9 56  RETAIN 55 56  INCREASED 12
57  FIGHTING 29 57  BRING 9 57  THINK 55 57  LACKED 12
58  PUT 29 58  GIVEN 9 58  GETTING 54 58  DRAWN 11
59  STATE 29 59  GO 9 59  HARNESS 53 59  FELT 11
60  IMPROVE 28 60  KEEPING 9 60  SELL 52 60  GAINS 11
61  KEEPING 28 61  PROTECT 9 61  KNOW 51 61  GETS 11
62  NEEDS 28 62  REQUIRE 9 62  GAINED 50 62  GIVING 11
63  CALLED 27 63  RESPONDED 9 63  KNOCKED 50 63  LACKS 11
64  CEDE 26 64  TURN 9 64  TURN 50 64  PROVIDES 11
65  COMMAND 26 65  UNDERSTAND 9 65  PROJECT 49 65  RESTORE 11
66  EXERCISING 26 66  APPLYING 8 66  BRING 48 66  USING 11
67  RETAINING 26 67  ACQUIRED 8 67  ABUSE 47 67  DEMONSTRATE 10
68  COSTS 25 68  CREATED 8 68  DELIVER 47 68  GROWING 10
69  HANDED 25 69  FIGHTING 8 69  ROSE 47 69  SAPS 10
70  NEED 25 70  GOT 8 70  TRANSFER 47 70  MAINTAINING 9
71  REASSERT 25 71  JOIN 8 71  COMES 46 71  NEEDED 9
72  BOUGHT 24 72  MEASURE 8 72  GAINING 46 72  NEEDS 9
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SEARCH TERM: control.[nn*] SEARCH TERM: force.[nn*] SEARCH TERM: power.[nn*] SEARCH TERM: strength.[nn*]
COLLOCATES: [vv*] COLLOCATES: [vv*] COLLOCATES: [vv*] COLLOCATES: [vv*]
COLLOCATES RT/LF: 2/0 COLLOCATES RT/LF: 2/0 COLLOCATES RT/LF: 2/0 COLLOCATES RT/LF: 2/0
TOTAL RESULTS 8460 TOTAL RESULTS 2833 TOTAL RESULTS 8191 TOTAL RESULTS 2231

FREQ FREQ FREQ FREQ
73  GIVES 24 73  MEET 8 73  HOLDS 46 73  REACHED 9
74  RETAINS 24 74  SEE 8 74  SHARING 46 74  SAPPED 9
75  ASSUMING 23 75  SUPPORT 8 75  USES 46 75  TOOK 9
76  MAINTAINED 23 76  ABSORB 7 76  BUILDING 45 76  BROUGHT 8
77  WANTS 23 77  ASSEMBLED 7 77  MAINTAIN 44 77  ADDS 8
78  RETAINED 22 78  EXERTING 7 78  LACKS 42 78  ADDING 8
79  WINNING 22 79  KEEP 7 79  PROVIDES 42 79  COMBINE 8
80  CEDED 21 80  POLICE 7 80  ABUSING 41 80  DETERMINE 8
81  WRESTED 21 81  QUDS 7 81  GETS 41 81  GATHERED 8
82  EXERCISED 20 82  REDUCING 7 82  RELINQUISH 41 82  MUSTER 8
83  GETS 20 83  TOOK 7 83  SUPPLY 41 83  REQUIRE 8
84  TURNED 20 84  WITHSTAND 7 84  WIELDING 41 84  SEES 8
85  CONSOLIDATE 19 85  ASSEMBLING 6 85  ADD 40 85  UNDERESTIMATED 8
86  REMAINED 19 86  ASSEMBLE 6 86  BROUGHT 40 86  ASSESS 7
87  ESTABLISHED 18 87  BELIEVES 6 87  EXERCISING 40 87  BECOME 7
88  INCLUDE 18 88  BROUGHT 6 88  WIELDED 40 88  CLAIMED 7
89  MAKE 18 89  CONSIDERED 6 89  HIT 39 89  DOUBLE 7
90  RESTORE 18 90  DRAG 6 90  HOLDING 39 90  GROW 7
91  SURRENDER 18 91  ENTER 6 91  SWEPT 39 91  HELP 7
92  RELINQUISHED 17 92  GATHERED 6 92  TEST 38 92  INCREASING 7
93  SEE 17 93  GIVE 6 93  LEAVE 37 93  LEND 7
94  WRESTING 17 94  LEAD 6 94  MAKE 37 94  MATCH 7
95  BATTLING 16 95  LEAVE 6 95  WIELDS 37 95  PROJECT 7
96  EXERCISES 16 96  REMOVED 6 96  BOOST 36 96  PROVE 7
97  PROVIDES 16 97  SUSTAIN 6 97  GAVE 36 97  REACH 7
98  REMAINS 16 98  BACKED 5 98  PROVIDING 36 98  SACRIFICING 7
99  RETAKE 16 99  AVOID 5 99  REGAIN 36 99  SAP 7

100  SAYS 16 100  ARRIVE 5 100  PROCESSING 35 100  SEEING 7
   TOTAL 8460    TOTAL 2833    TOTAL 8191    TOTAL 2231



EXERTIVE_FORCE

SEARCH TERM: easy.[j*] SEARCH TERM: mighty.[j*] SEARCH TERM: power.[nn*] SEARCH TERM: strong.[j*] SEARCH TERM: weak.[j*]
COLLOCATES: [nn*] COLLOCATES: [nn*] COLLOCATES: [j*] COLLOCATES: [nn*] COLLOCATES: [nn*]
COLLOCATES RT/LF: 0/2 COLLOCATES RT/LF: 0/2 COLLOCATES RT/LF: 2/0 COLLOCATES RT/LF: 0/2 COLLOCATES RT/LF: 0/2
TOTAL RESULTS 7859 TOTAL RESULTS 815 TOTAL RESULTS 14315 TOTAL RESULTS 13734 TOTAL RESULTS 2367

FREQ FREQ FREQ FREQ FREQ
1  WAY 965 1  DUCKS 109 1  NUCLEAR 2246 1  SUPPORT 687 1  ECONOMY 242
2  ACCESS 754 2  RIVER 62 2  POLITICAL 899 2  SENSE 500 2  DOLLAR 116
3  TASK 362 3  POWER 57 3  ELECTRIC 633 3  CASE 368 3  LINK 112
4  THING 260 4  MORPHIN 45 4  MILITARY 531 4  FEELINGS 299 4  SPOT 77
5  TARGET 255 5  HEART 32 5  NEW 529 5  ECONOMY 287 5  GOVERNMENT 74
6  PART 219 6  MOUSE 31 6  SOLAR 512 6  EVIDENCE 283 6  SPOTS 72
7  MONEY 192 7  WIND 28 7  AMERICAN 427 7  WINDS 275 7  POINTS 69
8  ANSWER 188 8  FORCE 15 8  GREAT 365 8  FAMILY 264 8  POINT 61
9  ANSWERS 164 9  EMPIRE 14 9  REAL 361 9  POSITION 257 9  MARKET 58

10  REACH 155 10  ARMY 13 10  ECONOMIC 356 10  MESSAGE 253 10  SIDE 51
11  DECISION 143 11  OAKS 10 11  ELECTRICAL 263 11  GROWTH 237 11  CASE 47
12  TIME 137 12  SWING 9 12  HIGHER 255 12  SAFETY 230 12  DEMAND 46
13  WAYS 133 13  CLOUDS 8 13  COAL-FIRED 220 13  SUPPORTER 230 13  POSITION 42
14  PEOPLE 122 14  FORCES 8 14  BLACK 210 14  OPPOSITION 209 14  SALES 42
15  TARGETS 120 15  ATOM 7 15  FULL 187 15  DEFENSE 205 15  MUSCLES 38
16  RIDER 116 16  EFFORT 7 16  HIGH 185 16  LEADERSHIP 203 16  LINKS 37
17  CHAIR 115 17  MAN 7 17  WHITE 164 17  OPINIONS 200 17  HEART 36
18  VICTORY 109 18  MOON 7 18  MAJOR 161 18  TIES 198 18  DEFENSE 34
19  JOB 108 19  NATION 7 19  ENORMOUS 158 19  FEELING 191 19  TEAMS 33
20  SOLUTION 104 20  PUTTY 7 20  RAW 153 20  SHOWING 191 20  GROWTH 30
21  STREET 99 21  THINGS 7 21  ABSOLUTE 145 21  PRESENCE 190 21  FORCE 28
22  PREY 94 22  DOG 6 22  HEALING 140 22  MAN 179 22  FIELD 27
23  STEPS 86 23  ENGINE 6 23  FEDERAL 132 23  WOMAN 175 23  HAND 26
24  LIFE 75 24  KING 6 24  GREATER 128 24  SUIT 173 24  STATE 26
25  PLACE 75 25  MEN 6 25  OTHER 126 25  LEADER 167 25  PERFORMANCE 24
26  QUESTION 70 26  MITE 6 26  GROWING 121 26  WOMEN 167 26  SYSTEM 24
27  PICKINGS 63 27  OAK 6 27  LOW 121 27  LANGUAGE 164 27  FORCES 22
28  RIDE 63 28  RIVERS 6 28  PRESIDENTIAL 120 28  PERFORMANCE 156 28  PRESIDENT 22
29  WALK 63 29  ROAD 6 29  PUBLIC 105 29  STATEMENT 154 29  BANKS 21
30  CHOICE 61 30  ROAR 6 30  GREEN 104 30  POINT 143 30  RECOVERY 21
31  RECIPES 61 31  STREAM 6 31  HYDROELECTRIC 101 31  WORDS 143 31  TEA 21
32  DISTANCE 60 32  UNION 6 32  NATIONAL 99 32  DEMAND 141 32  LEADER 20
33  FIX 60 33  WARRIORS 6 33  BIG 95 33  RELATIONSHIP 138 33  EARNINGS 19
34  FEAT 58 34  WAY 6 34  SUPER 94 34  VOICE 137 34  ARGUMENT 18
35  SMILE 57 35  ARSENAL 5 35  GREATEST 93 35  INTEREST 135 35  ECONOMIES 17
36  SOLUTIONS 56 36  BLOW 5 36  TREMENDOUS 92 36  POSSIBILITY 132 36  LIGHT 17



EXERTIVE_FORCE

SEARCH TERM: easy.[j*] SEARCH TERM: mighty.[j*] SEARCH TERM: power.[nn*] SEARCH TERM: strong.[j*] SEARCH TERM: weak.[j*]
COLLOCATES: [nn*] COLLOCATES: [nn*] COLLOCATES: [j*] COLLOCATES: [nn*] COLLOCATES: [nn*]
COLLOCATES RT/LF: 0/2 COLLOCATES RT/LF: 0/2 COLLOCATES RT/LF: 2/0 COLLOCATES RT/LF: 0/2 COLLOCATES RT/LF: 0/2
TOTAL RESULTS 7859 TOTAL RESULTS 815 TOTAL RESULTS 14315 TOTAL RESULTS 13734 TOTAL RESULTS 2367

FREQ FREQ FREQ FREQ FREQ
37  TRANSITION 56 37  AIR 5 37  EXTRA 91 37  WORD 131 37  JOB 16
38  SELL 55 38  DUKE 5 38  ONLY 91 38  SALES 128 38  MAN 16
39  ROAD 54 39  FORTRESS 5 39  AWESOME 89 39  FORCE 125 39  SYSTEMS 16
40  WIN 54 40  HAND 5 40  FOREIGN 89 40  DESIRE 123 40  LAWS 15
41  WALKING 53 41  KINGS 5 41  GLOBAL 89 41  BASE 122 41  LEADERSHIP 15
42  CREDIT 52 42  LEAGUE 5 42  RENEWABLE 88 42  VIEWS 121 42  MOMENT 15
43  SIDE 49 43  LEAP 5 43  PERSONAL 86 43  ADVOCATE 120 43  SIGNALS 15
44  DRIVE 47 44  MACHINE 5 44  LOCAL 81 44  INFLUENCE 115 44  AREAS 14
45  CHAIRS 44 45  STAR 5 45  REGIONAL 77 45  WIND 114 45  CONSUMER 14
46  PACE 43 46  STORM 5 46  SOFT 74 46  GOVERNMENT 113 46  HUNGER 14
47  PROCESS 43 47  STRUGGLE 5 47  DOMINANT 73 47  CANDIDATE 112 47  PEOPLE 14
48  MATTER 42 48  WALLS 5 48  DURABLE 71 48  ARM 109 48  STOMACH 14
49  PIECES 42 49  ARM 4 49  CORPORATE 69 49  PERSON 108 49  TEAM 14
50  PATH 40 50  ARMS 4 50  INDEPENDENT 68 50  COMMITMENT 106 50  CANDIDATE 13
51  THINGS 40 51  BUCK 4 51  SOVIET 68 51  PEOPLE 106 51  ENFORCEMENT 13
52  MEAL 38 52  ART 4 52  DESTRUCTIVE 65 52  BOND 105 52  FIELDS 13
53  ROUTE 38 53  DOLLAR 4 53  TOTAL 65 53  FAITH 103 53  SCHEDULE 13
54  STUFF 38 54  FALL 4 54  GOOD 62 54  RESPONSE 103 54  SOLUTION 13
55  WORK 38 55  FAMILY 4 55  COAL-BURNING 61 55  BELIEF 99 55  YEN 13
56  CALL 36 56  FISH 4 56  CLEAN 57 56  ACTION 98 56  ARM 12
57  DAY 36 57  FOOTBALL 4 57  MAIN 57 57  ARGUMENT 98 57  COMPANIES 12
58  LIVING 36 58  GALAXY 4 58  MIGHTY 57 58  EARNINGS 97 58  CREDIT 12
59  ENTRY 35 59  GIANT 4 59  STAR 57 59  HAND 97 59  GRIP 12
60  AVAILABILITY 33 60  MACHINES 4 60  CENTRAL 56 60  POINTS 97 60  KNEES 12
61  CLEANUP 32 61  NAME 4 61  EXTRAORDINARY 56 61  MARKET 96 61  MARKETS 12
62  FUN 32 62  ROSE 4 62  OLD 56 62  MEN 94 62  OFFICE 12
63  MARK 32 63  SHIP 4 63  ULTIMATE 56 63  WORK 94 63  SHOWING 12
64  SHOT 32 64  STATE 4 64  CONSIDERABLE 55 64  REACTION 93 64  SUPPORT 12
65  STORAGE 32 65  STORMS 4 65  DOWNED 55 65  START 92 65  ADVERTISING 11
66  MR 31 66  TEAM 4 66  EXPLOSIVE 55 66  SIGNAL 91 66  EVIDENCE 11
67  PARKING 31 67  TIME 4 67  MAXIMUM 55 67  TEAM 89 67  HOUSING 11
68  RECIPE 31 68  WAVE 4 68  POTENTIAL 55 68  IMPRESSION 88 68  SMILE 11
69  TIPS 31 69  WURLITZER 4 69  INCREASED 53 69  CHARACTER 85 69  TIES 11
70  STEP 30 70  BOUND 3 70  OCCUPYING 53 70  ROLE 85 70  ANKLES 10
71  RANGE 29 71  BIRD 3 71  HUGE 52 71  CONNECTION 84 71  BONES 10
72  FIXES 27 72  BATTLESHIP 3 72  SPIRITUAL 52 72  ETHIC 84 72  COMPETITION 10



EXERTIVE_FORCE

SEARCH TERM: easy.[j*] SEARCH TERM: mighty.[j*] SEARCH TERM: power.[nn*] SEARCH TERM: strong.[j*] SEARCH TERM: weak.[j*]
COLLOCATES: [nn*] COLLOCATES: [nn*] COLLOCATES: [j*] COLLOCATES: [nn*] COLLOCATES: [nn*]
COLLOCATES RT/LF: 0/2 COLLOCATES RT/LF: 0/2 COLLOCATES RT/LF: 2/0 COLLOCATES RT/LF: 0/2 COLLOCATES RT/LF: 0/2
TOTAL RESULTS 7859 TOTAL RESULTS 815 TOTAL RESULTS 14315 TOTAL RESULTS 13734 TOTAL RESULTS 2367

FREQ FREQ FREQ FREQ FREQ
73  LISTENING 27 73  BATTLE 3 73  CONVENTIONAL 51 73  COFFEE 83 73  ESTROGENS 10
74  TRIP 27 74  ACT 3 74  ADDITIONAL 50 74  COMMUNITY 82 74  PRICES 10
75  BASKETS 26 75  ACTS 3 75  COMMERCIAL 50 75  TRADITION 82 75  RESPONSE 10
76  SETUP 26 76  BUG 3 76  LARGE 50 76  VALUES 81 76  RESULTS 10
77  HIKE 25 77  CADDY 3 77  LARGEST 50 77  RELATIONSHIPS 80 77  SECTOR 10
78  IDEAS 25 78  CASEY 3 78  IMPERIAL 49 78  INCENTIVE 79 78  SISTER 10
79  LAUGH 25 79  CHORUS 3 79  NAVAL 49 79  EMOTIONS 77 79  MEN 9
80  RIDERS 24 80  DEEDS 3 80  RISING 49 80  FOUNDATION 77 80  MOMENTS 9
81  CLEANING 23 81  EAGLE 3 81  TRADITIONAL 49 81  STAND 77 81  PERSON 9
82  DAYS 23 82  EXPLOSIONS 3 82  CONGRESSIONAL 48 82  HISTORY 74 82  POLICY 9
83  MEALS 23 83  FLEET 3 83  INDUSTRIAL 48 83  PERSONALITY 74 83  CASES 8
84  POINT 23 84  GROUP 3 84  MASSIVE 48 84  BONES 72 84  CONDITION 8
85  CARE 22 85  GUNS 3 85  SHEER 48 85  RECORD 72 85  CURRENCIES 8
86  QUESTIONS 22 86  HEAVE 3 86  FINANCIAL 47 86  SYSTEM 72 86  CURRENCY 8
87  SHOTS 22 87  HOCKEY 3 87  ATOMIC 46 87  EFFORT 67 87  FOUNDATION 8
88  SPOT 22 88  LAKE 3 88  UNLIMITED 46 88  APPEAL 65 88  GOVERNOR 8
89  DISH 21 89  LORD 3 89  CONSTITUTIONAL 44 89  PRESSURE 65 89  HEARTS 8
90  INSTALLATION 21 90  MITES 3 90  IMMENSE 44 90  EMPHASIS 63 90  NUMBERS 8
91  REMOVAL 21 91  MOUNT 3 91  INCREDIBLE 44 91  SEASON 63 91  OPPONENT 8
92  RUN 21 92  OCEAN 3 92  BEST 43 92  CANDIDATES 62 92  REPORT 8
93  STYLE 21 93  PEOPLE 3 93  COLONIAL 43 93  CONTENDER 62 93  SECURITY 8
94  MANNER 20 94  PUSH 3 94  DECISION-MAKING 43 94  FAMILIES 62 94  TROUGH 8
95  PROJECTS 20 95  ROLE 3 95  EUROPEAN 43 95  STATEMENTS 62 95  AUTO 7
96  ACCESSIBILITY 19 96  SLABS 3 96  LITTLE 43 96  BELIEFS 60 96  CONFERENCE 7
97  CASE 19 97  STEAM 3 97  SOUTHERN 43 97  BELIEVER 60 97  DIVISION 7
98  GAME 19 98  STRENGTH 3 98  EMOTIONAL 42 98  DOLLAR 59 98  DRAFT 7
99  HOME 19 99  THEME 3 99  DIVINE 40 99  LINE 59 99  EMPLOYMENT 7

100  PIE 19 100  THING 3 100  EXISTING 40 100  COMPONENT 57 100  INSTITUTIONS 7
   TOTAL 7859    TOTAL 815    TOTAL 14315    TOTAL 13734    TOTAL 2367
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STRENGTH, WEAK HAND, STRONG HAND [PLAYING CARDS] 

Date  1993 (Mar/Apr) 
Publication information  Vol. 8 Issue 2, p70, 6p 
Title  How to win at everything. 
Author  Bensimhon, Dan 
Source  Mens Health 

Pick five card draw, no wild cards. Five card draw always gives the dealer an advantage, since he 
gets to go last after he’s had a chance to gauge the strengths of his opponents’ hands by their 
discards and bets. The reason to stay away from wild cards is that they can obliterate the dealer’s 
advantage by too easily changing a weak hand to a strong one. Don’t sort your cards. When playing 
draw poker, a clever opponent will spot your sorting habits and deduce what type of hand you’ve 
been dealt.  

WEAK FOUNDATION [EMOTIONAL STRENGTH OF A PERSON] 

Date  2007 (20070115) 
Title  Interview With Scott Peterson Jury Members 
Source  Fox_VanSusteren 

VAN-SUSTEREN: Rochelle, how about you? Did you pay a toll serving on this jury? RICHELLE-NICE-
FMR: Yeah, I did. VAN-SUSTEREN: In what way? NICE: I had a major break down last December. I’m 
not going to say it was all due to the trial, but it was explained that I had a weak foundation and 
that was the topper, that crumbled my foundation. VAN-SUSTEREN: John, and you? JOHN-
GUINASSO-FMR: It was tough. Just basically the autopsy pictures and the testimony that was 
discussed is something that is not ordinary to most people. So, I still carry it with me.  

Date  2008 (080213) 
Title  Racial Identity and Loyalty in the White House Race 
Source  News & Notes 9:00 AM EST 

have put forward innovative ideas to not just provide tax credits to small businesses to spur 
innovation, but also looking at how we improve education? How do we assist those who are in dire 
needs of falling off or not making ends meet. For now the Democrats have embraced the stimulus 
package as a short term solution. But long term we have to do something about the twin deficit, the 
budget deficit as well as the trade deficit. We have to live within our means and we have to ensure 
that we go forward with an economy that lifts up all people and not just those on Wall Street. 
CHIDEYA: Robert, do you see any of the candidates putting something substantive on the table 
either for the economic issues at large or for the mortgage crisis because we’ve seen some 
movement on the Federal level to talk to lenders about giving a 30 day grace period to people in 
trouble.  

POWER IS UP 

Date  2008 (081017) 
Publication information  ENTERTAINMENT NEWS 
Title  Saddam’s doctor navigates his way to art 
Author  By JOHN CHRISTOFFERSEN, Associated Press Writer 
Source  Associated Press 
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“I find them compelling. They are not Iraqi paintings to me. They are paintings of the human 
condition. “ # Bashir first met Saddam in 1983 while accepting an award for his pioneering work as 
a surgeon. Saddam was impressed with his art, but the feeling was not mutual. # “ He was very 
powerful, but he is not wise,” Bashir said. “ I look up to power of mind. “ # Saddam, who was 
hanged in 2006, summoned Bashir to check on his finger several times, sometimes at one of his 
palaces, other times at remote houses for security reasons. Bashir worried that Saddam would lose 
the finger to infection, but his wounds healed. # While Saddam fretted over his finger, thousands of 
his soldiers were dying in the war. 

LEADERSHIP IS UP, PERSON TO BE ADMIRED IS UP 

Date  2010 (Mar 29, 2010) 
Publication information  Vol. 234, Iss. 8; pg. 16, 6 pgs 
Title  Sporting News Conversation: Derek Jeter 
Author  Steve Greenberg 
Source  Sporting News 

“I’ve always looked beyond someone’s race.... I’ve talked to a lot of people who have approached me 
who have kids that are biracial: ‘My kid looks up to you.’ It makes you feel good.” 

WOMEN AND POWER, WOMEN AND STRENGTH 

Date  1998 (19980314) 
Title  Avengers 
Source  NPR_ATC 

You should see me in 400 years.” MILLER: Yeah, you bet. They really knew how to write dialogue in 
those days, didn’t they? And that’s the point, I think. In that, while she is this autonomous, self-
sufficient person, like all the rest of us she can not totally elude conventional chivalets (ph) [THIS 
MAY BE “shibboleth”]and myths and legends about males and females. What she does really nicely 
is to play with them, to deal with that very conventional male anxiety about the strong woman, and 
in particular the power of heterosexuality and the power of women to drive straight men 
supposedly to lunacy. She can play with that and throw it right back in their faces.  

Date  2011 (Jan/Feb 2011) 
Publication information  Vol. 307, Iss. 1; pg. 97, 8 pgs 
Title  Hard Core 
Author  Natasha Vargas-Cooper 
Source  Atlantic Monthly, The 

MEN, SO THE CONVENTIONAL WlSdom goes, tend to desire more than women are willing to give 
them sexually. The granting of sex is the most powerful weapon women possess in their struggle 
with men. Yet in each new sexual negotiation a woman has with a man, she not only spends down 
that capital, she begins at a disadvantage, because the potential losses are always greater for her. A 
failed or even successful single encounter can be life-altering. Whatever “ social construct “ you 
might impose upon the whole matter, nature imposes much more rigorous consequences on 
women than on men.  

Date  2010 (Nov 2010) 
Publication information  Vol. 249, Iss. 5; pg. 110 
Title  Feel Closer After a Fight 
Author  Korin Miller 
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Source  Cosmopolitan 

THE MONEY BATTLE You protested after he blew a ton of money on a swanky new 3-D TV, and 
then he had the nerve to bring up the pricey girls-only getaway you took last month.... In the 
moment: These spats can spin out of control -- fast. As soon as you realize you’re arguing over 
money, ask your guy “ Wait, what are we really talking about here? “ “ Fights about finances almost 
always have deeper meaning because money is a major symbol of power and control,” says Parrott. 
The fact that you chose to go away for a weekend with your friends instead of with him may have 
made him feel like you have the upper hand in the relationship, while you might be mad that he 
didn’t consult you before doing something significant, like spending a lot of cash from your joint 
bank account. After the fact: As soon as you drop the topic of cash flow and start discussing 
emotions, you’ll get to the root of the 

POWER IN INTIMATE RELATIONSHIPS [MEN/WOMEN] 

Date  2002 (Nov) 
Publication information  Nov2002, Vol. 39 Issue 4, p284, 8p 
Title  Relationship Power, Decision Making, and Sexual Relations: An Exploratory Study with 

Couples of Mexican Origin. 
Author  Harvey, S. Marie / Beckman, Linda J. / Browner, Carole H. / Sherman, Christy A. 
Source  Journal of Sex Research 

This study explored how couples of Mexican origin define power in intimate relationships, what 
makes men and women feel powerful in relationships, and the role of each partner in decision 
making about sexual and reproductive matters. Interviews were conducted with each partner of 39 
sexually active couples and data were analyzed using content analysis. Results indicate that power 
is perceived as control over one’s partner and the ability to make decisions. Women say they feel 
more powerful in relationships when they make unilateral decisions and have economic 
independence. Men feel powerful when they have control over their partner and bring home 
money. Respondents agreed that women make decisions about household matters and children, 
while men make decisions related to money. Findings indicate that whereas couples share decision 
making about sexual activities and contraceptive use, men are seen as initiators of sexual activity 
and women are more likely to suggest condom 

STRONG POSITION, WEAK POSITION [‘POSITION’ IN POLITICAL PARTY] 

Date  1997 (19970321) 
Title  Summit Summary; Political Wrap; Beating the Odds 
Source  PBS_Newshour 

And Newt Gingrich made a statement on Monday. The statement was take tax cuts out of the 
equation and what’s the liberal excuse now for not balancing the budget? A perfectly legitimate 
query, and probably not a bad political ploy for a minority leader in a strong position in his party. 
He is a majority leader in a weak position in his party and in the Congress, and he let this thing 
hang out there for four or five days. MARGARET-WARNER: But the President -- MARK-SHIELDS: 
But the President -- to the point, Margaret, where there’s a rule in Washington, and that is when 
somebody switches his position and comes closer to you, we say that person has grown. When 
somebody leaves that position that he shares with you and goes the other way, he’s caved, he’s a 
moral cretin 
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THE POWER OF SOVEREIGN NATION OR STATE 

Date  1999 (19990523) 
Title  WHOSE LAND IS IT ANYWAY?; DISPUTE BETWEEN RESIDENTS OF UPSTATE NEW YORK 

AND THE ONEIDA NATION OVER PROPERTY RIGHTS 
Source  CBS_Sixty 

Koziol tracks the Oneidas’ every move. Mr-KOZIOL: Over here, for example, they have a marina. 
They have property rights all around this US military reservation. They have key strategic locations 
that they want to connect and create. This would be their new state, right here in the heart of New 
York state. What they have done is created a whole new animal, a whole new quasi-sovereignty that 
finds no authority in the Constitution, and one that’s growing out of proportion. SAFER: What do 
they want? Mr-KOZIOL: They want power and money.  

Date  2005 (20051017) 
Title  Iraq Violence; South Asia Earthquake 
Source  CNN_YourWorld 

Exactly two years ago, Chinese astronaut Yang Li Wey (ph) orbited the Earth for more than 21 
hours. Building on Yang’s success, the new space heroes accomplished a longer and riskier mission. 
With the success of Shendo VI, the Chinese space scientists are looking forward to more space 
missions and even a moon landing. (on camera): Such high goals have civilian and military 
implications, and they’re about to challenge the dominance of major powers like the United 
States, on Earth, as well as space. 

POWER IS INFLUENCE , CONCEPT OF “NEW POWERS”  

Date  2012 (120128) 
Publication information  Section A; Column 0; National Desk; Pg. 13 
Title  Author  By MARK LANDLER 
Source  New York Times 

But, he added, “ it will be more and more difficult to maintain American influence without American 
power.’ # Even though Mr. Zakaria draws different conclusions and offers different remedies than 
Mr. Kagan does, they agree that today’s world, which both say is more peaceful and prosperous 
than at any time in history, is a triumph of the American system. In an interview on Friday, Mr. 
Kagan credited Mr. Zakaria for tapping into “ a really strong feeling’ about the emergence of new 
powers, like China and India. # “ My concern is that the general public has accepted the idea that 
the U.S. is in decline,” he said. “You can see it in both parties.’  

POWER IN PEOPLE’S LIVES 

Date  2012 (120327) 
Title  CBS EVENING NEWS for March 27, 2012, CBS 
Source  CBS_NewsEve 

That’s the issue at the heart of the case. The federal government’s power in people’s lives. The 
Constitution gives Congress specific limited powers, one being the authority “ to regulate 
commerce... “ Opponents argue that doesn’t give Congress the power to create commerce by 
forcing people to buy health care. Supporters say uninsured people already are consumers of health 
care who just leave hospitals and taxpayers stuck with their bills. The conservative justices and 
Kennedy, a moderate, expressed concerns the law gave Congress broad new powers to dictate 
behavior. Chief Justice Roberts asked if Congress could force people to buy insurance, since 
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everyone will need it some day, could it also require them to buy cell phones to call 911 when they 
eventually needed emergency assistance.  

Date  2011 (110225) 
Title  WAS UTAH DOCTOR’S WIFE VICTIM OF FOUL PLAY? DARK SECRETS OF DOCTOR 

REVEALED 
Source  20/20 10:01 PM EST 

ELIZABETH-VARGAS-# (Off-camera) Good evening. A family in freefall after a tragedy. Then, 
someone new enters the picture, a nanny who doesn’t quite fit the usual job description. For 
example, she doesn’t clean, she doesn’t cook, she doesn’t even take care of the kids. But she does 
exert a strange new power in the family. Just how much power, and for how long, is something 
two grieving sisters are about to find out. And it will change everything they thought about their 
picture-perfect family.  

POWER IN THE HANDS OF THE PEOPLE 

Date  1997 (19970420) 
Publication information  Pg. 1/Z1 
Title  POTLUCK IN OAKLAND; The many sides of Jerry Brown surface at his live-work space 

near Jack London; 
Author  Rick DelVecchio, Chronicle Staff Writer 
Source  San Francisco Chronicle 

In her book, “A Taste of Power,” Panther leader Elaine Brown recounted how she pleaded with 
Brown’s environmentalist transportation secretary, Adriana Gianturco: “ We may never have such a 
moment again. In addition to all those jobs, this freeway can get our man elected. That’ll put us in a 
position to transfer power and money into the hands of the people.”  

POWER AND CONTROL  

Date  2011 (110510) 
Title  PBS NewsHour For May 10, 2011 
Source  PBS_NewsHour 

Yanukovych has wasted little time. VIKTOR-YANUKOVYCH,: Last year, we started reforms in 
various areas: judicial, regulatory, governance, education, and health care. KIRA-KAY: He has healed 
ties with neighboring Russia. And he has declared his major goal to be creating order out of the 
chaos left by his predecessors. But Oleh Rybachuk says this stronger control comes at a price. 
OLEH-RYBACHUK: The new government came to power. They consolidated all power, ignoring 
constitution, not carrying checks and balances. So, they have central government. They have all 
cabinet of ministers under their control. They control Parliament. Now they made so-called legal 
reform where, as the result of which, they totally control court, constitutional court, supreme court. 
Most Ukrainians, absolute majority of people, would say that there is a backslide of democracy. And 
this is felt in the air. 

THE POWER OF TELEVISION 

Date  2011 (Feb 2011) 
Publication information  Vol. 155, Iss. 2; pg. 66 
Title  Why does Roger Ailes Hate America? 
Author  Tom Junod 
Source  Esquire 
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And a year later Richard Nixon was still sweaty, still shifty-eyed, still petulant, still paranoid, and 
still instinctively mistrusted by most Americans. The only difference was that thanks to Roger Ailes, 
he was president. As for Mr. Ailes, he was free to pursue what he was really interested in: raw 
power. But it was a new kind of power, based on the insight that came to him through his own “ 
stuff.” Before the arrival of Roger Ailes, television was thought to be a unifying medium -- the 
“electronic hearth.” Mr. Ailes knew better. Mr. Ailes knew that it was the fire itself. Mr. Ailes knew 
that the television screen in each American home was nothing less than a battleground, and he 
who controlled it controlled America, no matter what the message.  

ISSUES OF POWER (AND WHAT CAN ‘TOPPLE A POLITICAL FIGURE’ –SEX SCANDAL VS. ‘REAL ISSUES’ OF POWER 

Date  2012 (120615) 
Publication information  Style; Pg. C01 
Title  L o ng s h a d ow of a sc a n dal 
Author  Marc Fisher 
Source  Chicago Sun-Times 

“Even though Watergate is fading as history, it’s the most important scandal because it’s about real 
issues of power, not silly sex stuff like Eliot Spitzer or Anthony Weiner or Gary Hart,” said 
Simmons, who leads bus trips through the District showing tourists sites made prominent by public 
wrongdoing. # Truth be told, his customers want the recent stuff - they want to see where Monica 
Lewinsky lived, where the Secret Service agents party. “We get birthers who want to hear about the 
Obama scandals,” the tour guide said.  

TURNING ONE’S ‘PERSONAL POWER’ ‘OVER TO’ A ‘HIGHER POWER’/POWERLESSNESS AND ADDICTION 

Date  2008 (080815) 
Title  Fighting Addiction With Help From A Higher Power 
Source  News & Notes 1:00 PM EST NPR 

A lot of people, and I’ve heard it over and over again from people who went to AA for the first time 
or the first few times, they were even put off by this generic reference to a higher power, or to the 
phrase that you often see in AA literature’s God as we understand Him. And so they might be put off 
by that, but, you know, they stay long enough and they find out that they can define - the people 
mean that when they say, as we understand Him. Meaning each person can define that higher 
power for themselves. The - and then the trick for a lot people is to remember that alcohol or drugs 
were a lower power, so to 

Date  2004 (20040121) 
Publication information  FEATURES 
Title  How far can 12 steps go? 
Author  By Jane Lampman Staff writer of The Christian Science Monitor 
Source  Christian Science Monitor 

Americans have a penchant for 12-step programs. The original beacon for a path out of addiction - 
Alcoholics Anonymous - has grown past 50,000 groups in the US (and twice that worldwide). And 
its message is being reincarnated in self-help fellowships to fight drugs, gambling, overeating, 
sexual addictions, smoking, and even indebtedness. # Conventional wisdom has it that the 12-step 
approach - in which an individual acknowledges his or her powerlessness before the addiction, 
turns to a higher power, and takes specific steps to change - is the most effective route out of 
addiction. Its popularity seems to support that. Some 90 percent of residential and outpatient 
treatment programs draw directly on its principles. # Yet there are many who question not that it 
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helps thousands, but whether its predominance may get in the way of some people finding their 
freedom. There are issues, some critics say, related to its quasi-religious nature, its definition of 
addiction as an incurable disease, the creation of long-term 

Date  2008 (080717) 
Publication information  DOMESTIC NEWS 
Title  AP News in Brief 
Source  Associated Press 

Many animals communicate vocally birds chirp, frogs thrum, whales whistle and comparing the 
nerve networks in a variety of vertebrates suggests that making sounds originated in ancient fishes, 
researchers report in Friday’s edition of the journal Science. The sounds of whales and dolphins are 
well known, but most people don’t realize fish also make sounds, lead researcher Andrew H. Bass of 
Cornell University said in a telephone interview. He’s a professor of neurobiology and behavior. 
“I’m not saying fish have a language or are using higher powers of the brain,” he added quickly. 
“But some of the networks of neurons, nerve cells in the brain, are very ancient.” 

HOUSES HAVE POWER (OVER A PERSON) 

Date  1991 (19910830) 
Publication information  THE HOME FORUM 
Title  Sheetrock Made Me A Woman 
Author  Catherine Foster 
Source  Christian Science Monitor 

…when a friend was piecing quilts for her second child, I still could not remember to take out the 
chicken from the freezer in the morning. # It didn’t help that I read “ The Feminine Mystique “ at the 
tender age of 12, absorbing it all without an adult’s baleen to strain chaff from wheat. My view of 
cooking, cleaning, and decorating became fixed at that age. For years after, I glared at that world 
through the narrowed eyes of a 1960s teenage feminist. Houses, I believed, had the power to 
mesmerize one into hours of repetitive tasks that would never be done, during which one’s life 
work would ebb away, drop by drop. I knew that if I gave in, it would never let me be content to just 
vacuum and wash floors; then I’d have to wash the walls, then scrub the contact paper, then I 
wouldn’t be able to sleep until the back of the refrigerator was done… 

POWER IS A CONTAINER  

Date  2012 (120328) 
Title  Hitler: The Lasting Effect Of An Infamous Figure 
Source  NPR_TalkNat 

NEAL-CONAN: It’s hard to argue that Hitler made the country what it is today. The country... 
DOUGLAS: Well... NEAL-CONAN:... when he left it, was in ashes. DOUGLAS: I mean that he built it up. 
After World War II, there was a lot of problems from the reign of Wilhelm. NEAL-CONAN: After 
World War I, you mean? DOUGLAS: Yes, that’s what I said. NEAL-CONAN: No, you said World War II. 
DOUGLAS: And Hitler stepped into that power vacuum that a lot of people were trying to fill. 
NEAL-CONAN: Well, certainly, the - A.N. Wilson, certainly the government that he took over and 
essentially toppled was poorly constructed, weak and had great deals of difficulty of getting 
anything organized.  
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POWER IS PERSONAL COMPLETION 

Date  2007 (May) 
Publication information  Vol. 62, Iss. 7; pg. 70, 5 pgs 
Title  At the Top, looking up 
Author  Bryan Monroe 
Source  Ebony 

I will do backflips down Sunset Boulevard when we have a Black head of a studio. You will see me - 
I don’t care if I am 60 - down there doing backflips down Hollywood Boulevard. The more we can be 
an integral part of Hollywood, the business, I think you’ll see us become more and more powerful 
as a race and people. “ How do you see your power, here in Hollywood, not just as an actress, but 
now looking at scripts, producing... How do you wield your power today? “ I do think I have 
power. And most recently, in perhaps the last decade of my life, I’ve really come into a real 
understanding of that power. And on a personal level, I feel really powerful at 40 because I’ve 
finally GOT IT, I have finally realized that I’m complete all by myself. I don’t need a man. I don’t need 
an Oscar. I don’t need any of that. All of those things are 

PHYSICAL WEAKNESS BELIES INTERNAL MIGHT (“A GIANT INSIDE”) 

Date  1994 (19940119) 
Publication information  STYLE 
Title  THE LYING GAME?; 
Author  Jonathan Freedland, Special to The Washington Post 
Source  Washington Post 

Now he lives in London. “ I’m not at war with them,” Conlon says. “ I’m at total peace with English 
people. “ # Conlon insists too that Sheridan’s film -- he pronounces it “ fillum “ -- has captured the 
emotional journey he made toward his father. He says he thinks positively of the years deprived of 
his liberty because they gave him the privilege of being with his father. “ I got to know this 
physically weak man who was a giant inside. “ # Friends say Gerry Conlon is so excited by “ In the 
Name of the Father “ because it at last lightens the dread load of guilt he has carried for nearly 20 
years. They say he knows it was his fault that his father was jailed, and that he has made a mission 
of fulfilling the deathbed request to clear Conlon Sr.’s name. The movie is doing that loud and clear. 

Date  1993 (19930616) 
Title  REVEREND ANDREW GREELEY DISCUSSES PRIESTS AND SEXUAL ABUSE COVERUPS IN 

THE CATHOLIC CHURCH 
Source  CBS_Morning 

SMITH: What -- what is church policy in this? Rev-GREELEY: Well, I -- I think you have to realize, 
Harry, that, for years -- many years, the Vatican has been assigning conservative and very weak 
men to positions in the American hierarchy on the premise that way they can control the American 
church. And, in fact, these men lack the intelligence and the courage and the imagination to respond 
to the disastrous crisis they have so they’re not really going to do anything. They’ll make some 
speeches in New Orleans this week, say some silly things, issue a statement, set up a committee and 
-- and business will continue pretty much as usual.  

POWERLESS AS INVISIBILITY AND VOICELESSNESS 

Date  2002 (20020816) 
Publication information  WORLD 
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Title  A refugee’’s perilous odyssey from N. Korea 
Author  Robert Marquand Staff writer of The Christian Science Monitor 
Source  Christian Science Monitor 

“We had no money, no food, no future. “ On March 14, Choi and 24 other North Koreans rushed into 
the Spanish Embassy in Beijing, as TV cameras rolled. That dash marked the first sight, for much of 
the world, of a special problem - runaways from the world’s last Stalinist regime - that until recently 
had not even been identified. Since the mid-1990s, some 200,000 North Korean runaways have 
been voiceless and largely powerless pawns in a geopolitical conundrum: China doesn’t especially 
want them, and the North will punish them if they return. They live in a silent daily struggle along 
China’s border, where crossing a small river is a ticket to a new world, albeit one where they might 
be arrested. Neither China nor South Korea wishes to provoke the unpredictable North. The issue is 
so sensitive that it wasn’t raised publicly at high level North-South talks here this week.  

POWER BROKERS WHO ARE NOT THAT POWERFUL 

Date  1990 (19901217) 
Title  Second in a Series 
Source  Associated Press 

Demoralization within the church over the clergy shortage and internal liberal-conservative 
tensions also limit its influence, said Marty, the University of Chicago historian. # “They’re power 
brokers, but they’re not all that powerful. They’re divided, “ he said. # As the nation prepares for 
the possibility of war in the Middle East, James Childress, author of “Moral Responsibility in 
Conflicts, “ is among those who fear religious groups aren’t doing enough to hold the nation 
accountable to its “just-war “ tradition. That tradition requires war to be justified in moral rather 
than economic terms. # 

STRONG SUPPORT FOR X 

Date  2011 (111212) 
Title  PBS NewsHour For December 12, 2011 
Source  PBS_NewsHour 

PAUL-SOLMAN: What was the rationale for that? ALEX-RASKOLNIKOV: That if you cut taxes, you 
will stimulate growth and that growth will trickle down from the top all the way to the bottom of 
the income distribution. PAUL-SOLMAN: And what happened? ALEX-RASKOLNIKOV: Not a whole 
lot of trickling down. PAUL-SOLMAN: So does that refute the notion that, if you cut taxes, you 
stimulate growth? ALEX-RASKOLNIKOV: It’s not exactly clear, but -- but there’s no strong support 
for the proposition that trickle-down works. PAUL-SOLMAN: Of course, strong political support 
for the proposition continues to the present. But, sadly, says the professor, there’s no academic 
consensus. 

STRONG SENSE HAS THE POWER TO CONTROL AN INDIVIDUAL 

Date  2008 (080814) 
Title  Fears and Phobias 
Source  Talk of the Nation 3:00 PM EST NPR 

agoraphobia is not considered a specific phobia, because it’s kind of general to a lot of different 
situations, as you said, open spaces. And it’s very often associated with panic disorder. And so, 
people with agoraphobia will develop a very strong sense that something terrible is going to 
happen, and they can’t put their finger on exactly any particular threat, and so they will often avoid 
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going outside into open spaces, public places, because it seems more likely for them that that 
feeling will occur in that situation. 

Date  2012 
Publication information  Mar/Apr 2012 
Title  Time for a Third Party? 
Author  Allen, Frederick 
Source  The Saturday Evening Post 

way of looking at the great divide, by seeing us all as a great American family with a timeless family 
dynamic. # If indeed we are in any sense a national family, then maybe, just possibly, in an abstract 
sense, within that family Republicans are our father and Democrats are our mother. I mean this: 
Your stereotypical father protects the home fiercely but also expects his children to be strong and 
resilient and self-reliant and to learn by tough love and end up looking out for themselves, just as 
Republicans are stereotypically strong on defense and weak on coddling. Your stereotypical 
mother builds the nest and is nurturing and gives everyone their meal and wants all the children to 
embrace love and fairness, just as Democrats focus more on supporting workers and striving to lift 
up the poor and the struggling. It’s no coincidence that it’s mostly Republicans who attack “the 
nanny state “ and Democrats who warn, “Big Brother is watching you. “ These are of course cliches, 
both about mothers and fathers and about Democrats and Republicans. 

Date  2012 (120525) 
Title  China’s evolving relationship with ‘barbarians’; 
China, which used to officially refer to foreigners as ‘barbarians,’ has a long history of xenophobia. The issue is at 

the forefront again after tw 
Author  Peter Ford Staff writer 
Source  Christian Science Monitor 

…’foreigners’ are doubly strangers. There is a deep-seated cultural fear of things that are strange. 
That attitude was fed by China’s experience of foreign invasion by British, French, American, 
Japanese, Russian, and German armies during the 19th century, he points out, during the period 
known here as the “century of national humiliation. “ # Nor has that experience been allowed to 
gather historical dust. Chinese government propaganda harps on it constantly in a bid to remind 
citizens of the fate that awaits a weak nation, and “patriotic education “ textbooks used in Chinese 
schools teach a clear lesson, argues William Callahan, author of “China, the Pessoptimist Nation. “ # 
That lesson, he writes in his book, is that “foreigners - especially Westerners and Japanese - are 
barbaric imperialist invaders who only seek to exploit the Chinese people “ and that “China still can 
not trust foreigners and their running dogs today. “ # China’s confidence # But while China’s 
historic weakness has inculcated a sense 

STRENGTH OF INTELLECT VS WEAK INTELLECT [ON THE ‘PUGILISTIC CONTINUUM’—‘TOPIC X LIGHTWEIGHT’ 

Date  2012 (120320) 
Publication information  POLITICAL NEWS 
Title  Romney seeks primary-fight breaking point in Ill. 
Author  By STEVE PEOPLES and JIM KUHNHENN, Associated Press 
Source  Associated Press 

Each side bought television ads that attacked the other. And though Romney focused on Obama 
Monday, he had spent much of the previous week calling Santorum “an economic lightweight, “ an 
indication that he continues to view Santorum as a threat.  
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Date  2011 
Publication information  Nov 2011 
Title  Do it Smarter: Gear Up for Guests! 
Source  Good Housekeeping 

It’s the heavyweight confrontation of the century: a legal grudge match with billions of dollars at 
stake. After a decade of sparring, the two biggest bruisers of Russia’s billionaire class -- sworn 
enemies with similar reputations for high living -- have at last come within punching distance.In 
one corner of the court: the 44-year-old former plastic-duck salesman, engineer, and oil trader 
Roman Abramovich, an orphan from Siberia who managed to pile up a fortune now estimated at 
$16 billion in less than 10 years. 

POLITICAL POWER 

Date  2004 (Mar) 
Publication information  Vol. 132, Iss. 2706; pg. 10, 4 pgs 
Title  2004: An Election for the Ages? 
Author  James W Hilty 
Source  USA Today Magazine 

While intently focused on avoiding the Republican mistakes of 1992, Bush and his advisors clearly 
have their eyes on a larger political objective: nothing less than an electoral realignment and 
virtual one-party control of government, further paving the way for the elimination of any 
remnants of 20th-century liberalism and its most offending domestic policy expressions in the 
Franklin Roosevelt and Lyndon Johnson presidencies. Seldom has incumbency been so robustly and 
effectively leveraged. The power of the presidency has magnified Bush’s personality, campaign 
prowess, and political skills positively. Arguing that he is a verbally challenged intellectual 
lightweight, Bush detractors questioned his competence and underestimated his political skills. He 
has proven remarkably effective on the stump, influencing the outcomes in several critical 2002 
congressional races, and, time and again, ably maneuvering situations to his advantage and keeping 
the Democrats off guard. As the polls reveal, the son is a much more partisan creature than the 
father. Under Bush’s leadership, the Republican Party is waging two campaigns simultaneously: 
One (the high road, to project and defend the legitimacy of the 

CONTROL AND POWER, GRIP ON POWER, FALLING FROM POWER 

Date  1994 (19940828) 
Title  SECRETARY OF STATE WARREN CHRISTOPHER DISCUSSES THE CUBAN REFUGEE CRISIS 
Source  CBS_FaceNation 

…let him control our migration policy. Castro is an example of a failed policy. His economy has 
failed. It isn’t the United States that produced his problem. His problems -- has been produced the 
same way problems were produced by Communist regimes all over the world: It doesn’t work. And 
so he’s coming to the end of his line. When he’ll reach that nobody knows, but he’s certainly much 
nearer that. The economy is in shambles in Cuba. MARTIN: Have you seen any evidence that he is 
losing his grip on power? Everybody knows his economy is going down the tubes, but is he in any 
danger of -- of falling from power?  

STRENGTH AND MIGHT IN MARKETPLACE  

Date  2009 (Nov 2009) 
Publication information  Vol. 304, Iss. 4; pg. 12, 5 pgs 
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Title  LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Author  Anonymous 
Source  Atlantic Monthly, The 

Kevin Maney’s article on tech giants (“What Scares Google, “ September Atlantic) fails to mention 
Apple Inc. Before the rise and fall of Google can be considered, Apple’s role as a longtime 
contender and current industry leader must be understood. Apple for a long time played the 
punchy underdog, keeping the previous Goliaths on their toes. Apple was the first real challenge to 
IBM’s might , with its Apple II and Macintosh computers. As Microsoft took hold of the market in 
the’ 90s, Apple found itself unable to break the stride of this new giant. Honing its branding and 
innovation, Apple unleashed the iMac in 1998. Subsequent strikes from the iPod and iPhone left 
Apple ready to sunder the enemy. Vista was Microsoft’s final attempt to quell Apple, but it proved 
ineffectual. Google’s strong Web presence and its developing computer and smart-phone operating 
systems, Chrome OS and Android 

POWER IS A POSITION IN A VERTICAL POSITION FROM WHICH ONE CAN DESCEND, OR TO WHICH ONE CAN 
ASCEND 

Date  2011 (110812) 
Title  PBS NewsHour For August 12, 2011 
Source  PBS_NewsHour 

HARI-SREENIVASAN: Clinton stopped short of flatly demanding that Assad step down. That’s 
partly out of concern from among allied nations, especially Turkey. The Turkish government has 
voiced fears about further destabilizing Syria and sending mass flows of refugees north into Turkey.  

Date  2011 (111212) 
Title  PBS NewsHour For December 12, 2011 
Source  PBS_NewsHour 

JEFFREY-BROWN: President Obama and the prime minister of Iraq held a final summit today before 
the last American troops withdraw from Iraq. The December 31 deadline comes after nearly 4,500 
American deaths in a war that began in 2003. For weeks, U.S. troops have been packing up and 
pulling out of Iraq, shifting the focus to what comes next in the country they’re leaving behind. That 
question topped today’s agenda, as President Obama and Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki met 
at the White House. At a joint news conference, the president promised strong support. BARACK-
OBAMA-Pres: You will not stand alone. You have a strong and enduring partner in the United 
States of America. So make no mistake. Our strong presence in the Middle East endures and the 
United States will never waver in defense of our allies, our partners or our interests. This is the 
shared vision that Prime Minister Maliki and I reaffirmed today.  

Date  2011 (111227) 
Publication information  A-SECTION; Pg. A01 
Title  Paul’s House record marked by bold strokes, and futility 
Author  David A. Fahrenthold 
Source  Chicago Sun-Times 

But Paul’s record stands out for its futility. His lifetime success rate: about 0.2 percent. # “ This is an 
indication of Ron’s strength of leadership. He has had the courage to stand alone and to fight for 
principle, ignoring the pressure to sell out,” Jesse Benton, Paul’s campaign chairman, said in a 
written statement. Benton said these failures were not proof that Paul, as president, would struggle 
to get his ideas passed through Congress. # “Now, the American people are demanding his 
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principled Constitutionalism that will bring together broad coalitions from across party lines, “ 
Benton said. 

POWER AND CONTROL (TAKE OVER) 

Date  2012 (120127) 
Title  CBS EVENING NEWS for January 27, 2012, CBS 
Source  CBS_NewsEve 

Ford’s CEO is Alan Mulally, he spent most of his career as an engineering at Boeing. Mulally led the 
design of the giant 777. He took over Ford in 2006 and mortgaged the company to borrow enough 
money to transform it.  

Date  2012 (120412) 
Title  PBS NewsHour For April 12, 2012 
Source  PBS_NewsHour 

In 2006, the Democrats took over the Senate, in part because of races in some of the more 
traditional red states, Montana, Virginia, et cetera. So a lot of those seats are now on defense. Plus, 
you have a lot of retirements which are shaking up the map. So one of the reasons we laid out the 
Senate six on our Web site today was just take a look at where we’re going to see this battle play out 
over the fall 

Date  2012 (120222) 
Title  Charlotte au Chocolat; 
Author  Heller McAlpin 
Source  Christian Science Monitor 

When her father left to pursue his passion for photography and the bohemian life, her mother took 
over running the kitchen.  

Date  2012 (120120) 
Publication information  ENTERTAINMENT NEWS 
Title  EPL gets 1st US live network telecast 
Author  By RONALD BLUM, AP Sports Writer 
Source  Associated Press 

“People have been saying since the beginning of time in the U.S. that soccer is the sport of 
tomorrow, yet tomorrow never comes,” Hill said. “We’re not saying that’s ever going to take over. 
It’s never doing to dominate, it’s never going to replace college football or any sports, but it’s going 
to grow over the next 10-20 years to an incredibly strong niche.”  

CONTROLLED BY SB OR STH ELSE 

Date  2010 (Sep/Oct 2010) 
Publication information  Vol. 42, Iss. 9/10; pg. 9, 4 pgs 
Title  TILTING at windmills 
Author  Charles Peters 
Source  Washington Monthly 

The reason we finally had to give up in Vietnam is that there, too, we were allied with a government 
that was corrupt, inefficient, and unable to inspire the loyalty of its people or its soldiers, even 
though many of them had no desire to live under the North Vietnamese Communists.  
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Date  2011 (110315) 
Title  PBS NewsHour For March 15, 2011 
Source  PBS NEWSHOUR 6:00 PM EST 

Kogi Sato (ph), his wife and 3-year-old daughter are returning to their house for the first time since 
the tsunami. But there’s no home to go to. They’ve lost everything, including half their family. Koji 
Satos mother and grandmother are still missing. The Sato family had lived in this close-knit fishing 
community for decades. Four generations used to live under the same roof, a family tree shattered 
and splintered by the force of the sea.  

Date  2004 (20040614) 
Publication information  NEWS; Pg. A1 
Title  Success in the Big Apple;; ; New York City finds path for mentally ill;; ; Housing homeless 

before treatment bucks conventional wisdom; 
Author  Kevin Fagan 
Source  San Francisco Chronicle 

“ The idea is to meet the homeless person where they are, be ready when they are, go at their pace, “ 
Tsemberis said. “Why would anyone want to live in a locked place, or even nearly locked place, 
where you are subjected to humiliating rules like children? How many Americans live under strict 
clean and sober rules in their own homes? # “If you relax those standards, you respect the people 
you are helping -- and they respect you. They had lives before, so we are trusting they can have lives 
again. “ #  
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